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Description
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Dimensions 460 x 400 x 1065mm

Indoor/outdoor floor Led light body in stainless steel.
Finish: faux corten varnished, central aesthetic
support in stainless steel.
Visible shape as shown in the drawing. It is provided
with 2 mt bipolar neoprene cable for the electrical
connection.
Installation: indoor/outdoor installation on any rigid
surface not sloped.
If it is installed in outdoors spaces, it is recommended
the ground fixing with four screws, not supplied by us,
suitable to the support surface.

3000K

4000K

Electrical connection
The electrical connection of the VETTE
lamp, installed both indoors and
outdoors, must be carried out by
qualified and informed personnel,
authorized to carry out electrical
works. The power supply, in both
cases, must be positioned in remote.
The switching on and off are not
provided on board the lamp.

Connection for the outdoor use:

Series electrical connection 350mA SELV.
Polarity: Red cable + Black cable -

2700

Connection for indoor use:

Connector compliant with EN 60998-2-1 standards

Connector compliant with EN 60998-2-1
standards

(FACSIMILE)

(FACSIMILE)

IP68 connector for example Steab Paguro 5664 or similar

ATTENTION: Before starting all electrical connections, make sure that the power supply is not powered. If this simply rule is not respected, the lighting source will be irremediably damaged.
Compliant with European standards

CLASS III

(EMC, RoHs, Ecodesign and requirements specified in the Low Voltage Directive (LVD))

Operating with SELV
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POWER SUPPLY
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Made in Italy
Projected, manufactured and assembled in Italy
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